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Garden Notes Sampler



 Garden Notes Sampler  Fabrics: Garden Notes collection by Diane Neukirch for Clothworks Not For Resale

Prior to starting this project, please check our web site for any pattern updates: www.clothworks.com 

While every attempt has been made to give accurate measurements, yardage requirements, and construction directions, this 
does not allow for personal variations in measuring, cutting and/or sewing. Clothworks is not responsible for printing errors.

From Garden Notes Panel cut: 
(4) 9 ½” x 11 ½” rectangles centering on motifs

From Teal Packed Floral cut: 
(3) strips 8 ½” x LOF CUT THESE FIRST 
From the remainder, cut: 
 (4) strips 10” x WOF 
 (2) 3 ⅞” squares

From Cream Garden Bugs cut (refer to picture for 
fabric direction): 
(1) Strip 11 ½” x WOF, subcut into: 
 (12) 11 ½”x 2 ½” rectangles 
(4) Strips 2 ½” x WOF, subcut into: 
 (12) 9 ½”x 2 ½” rectangles

From Dk Mint Garden Bugs cut: 
(2) Rectangles 9”x 11”  
(2) 3 ⅞” squares 
(4) 2” squares 
(4) 2”x3 ½” rectangles (cut lengthwise) 
(4) 2”x3½” rectangles (cut widthwise)

From Dk Teal Confetti Dots cut: 
(2) Rectangles 9” x 11” 
Reserve remainder for appliqué

From Cream Garden Sayings cut: 
(4) strips 1 ½” x WOF 
(4) 3 ½” squares

From Teal Diagonal Plaid cut: 
(2) strips 2 ½” x WOF, subcut into: 
 (16) 2 ½” squares 
From the remainder, cut:: 
 (4) 2”x3½” rectangles 
 (4) 2” squares

From Dk Coral Garden Sayings cut: 
(1) strip 2 ½” x WOF, subcut into: 
 (4) 9 ½ x 2 ½” rectangles 
Reserve remainder for appliqué

From Navy Packed Floral cut: 
(1) 2” strip WOF, subcut into: 
 (2) 2”x3½” rectangles 
 (12) 2” squares 
Reserve remainder for appliqué

From Orange Diagonal Plaid cut: 
(5) 2 ½” x WOF (for binding) 
(2) 3 ⅞” squares

From Coral Diagonal Plaid cut: 
(2) 3 ⅞” squares

From Dk Mint Garden Sayings cut: 
(1) 7 ½” x 9 ½” rectangle (refer to picture for 
fabric direction)

From Olive Confetti Dots cut: 
(8) 2” squares

From Cream Confetti Dots cut: 
(16) 2” x 3½” rectangles  
(8) 3 ⅞” squares

From Coral Garden Bugs cut: 
(2) 9 ½” x 1 ½” strips (cut lengthwise) 
(2) 9 ½” x 1 ½” strips (cut widthwise) 
(4) 2” x 2” squares

Cut the Fabrics

Instructions Things to Know
• Please note some fabrics are directional
• WOF= width of fabric
• LOF= length of fabric
• RST= right sides together
• Sew all seams at ¼” 
• Always press seams toward darker fabric

Diamond Churn Dash Block (upper left & lower right):
1. Select one Cream Garden Sayings 3 ½” square and four 2” Coral 

Garden Bugs squares. Draw a diagonal line on wrong side of the 2” 
squares. Place a small square in the corner of the 3 ½” center RST 
aligning corner and edges. Stitch on drawn line. Cut away excess 
leaving a ¼” seam allowance. Press. Repeat with remaining three 
corners. 

2. Select four each Cream Confetti Dots and Teal Diagonal Plaid 2” x 3 ½” 
rectangles. Stitch together in pairs on long edge. Press. Yields (4)

3. Select one Cream Confetti Dots 3 ⅞” square and one Dk Mint Floral 3 
⅞” square. Draw a diagonal line on wrong side of background fabric. 
RST aligning edges stitch ¼” on either side of the drawn line. Cut 
along the drawn line. Repeat with remaining set. Press open & trim 
protruding seam allowance to prevent bulk. Yields (4)

4. Refer to photo to assemble upper left Diamond Churn Dash block. 
Stitch and press. 

Materials
Y2824-55  Garden Notes Panel (1 panel)  Fat ⅓ 
Y2825-104  Teal Packed Floral  1 ⅜ yds
Y2826-57  Cream Garden Bugs  ¾ yd
Y2826-110  Dk Mint Garden Bugs  ⅜ yd
Y2829-105  Dk Teal Confetti Dots  ⅜ yd
Y2828-57  Cream Garden Sayings ⅓ yd 
Y2827-104  Teal Diagonal Plaid ¼ yd 
Y2828-40  Dk Coral Garden Sayings ¼ yd 
Y2825-53  Navy Packed Floral ¼ yd 
Y2827-36  Orange Diagonal Plaid ½ yd 
Y2827-39  Coral Diagonal Plaid Fat ⅛ 
Y2828-111  Dk Mint Garden Sayings 1 FQ 
Y2829-24  Olive Confetti Dots Fat ⅛ 
Y2829-57  Cream Confetti Dots ⅓ yd 
Y2826-39  Coral Garden Bugs 1 FQ 
Fusible web for appliqué

⅜”

⅜”

5. Repeat these instructions using colors indicated in photo to make lower right corner Diamond Churn Dash block. 
Garden Square Block (lower left & upper right):
1. Follow directions in step #1 of the Diamond Churn Dash block using Cream Garden Sayings 3 ½” square and Dk Mint 

Garden Bugs 2” squares. 
2. Select four Cream Confetti Dots 2” x 3 ½” and four Olive Confetti Dots 2” squares. Draw a diagonal line on wrong side of 

each 2” square. With RST and matching corners stitch along the dotted line. Cut away excess fabric leaving a ¼” seam 
allowance. Press. Repeat in this manner to make four units. Match one of these units to a Navy Packed Floral 2” x 3 ½” 
rectangle stitching as in the photo. Repeat to make 4 units.

3. Refer to step #3 in Diamond Churn Dash Block using Cream Confetti Dots and Coral Diagonal Plaid to make four corner units. 
4. Refer to photo to assemble lower left Garden Square block. Stitch and press. 
5. Repeat these instructions using colors indicated in photo to make upper right Garden Square block. 
Add Sashing to Finished blocks:
1. Select top Diamond Churn Dash and Garden Square blocks. To the top of each unit, stitch a Pink Garden Sayings 9 ½” x 2 ½” 

rectangle paying attention to the directionality of the fabric. 
2. Select bottom Diamond Churn Dash and Garden Square blocks and stitch a Pink Garden Sayings 9 ½” x 2 ½” rectangle to 

the bottom of each unit. Again, note that the print is directional.
Appliqué Block (center):
1. Following the directions for your fusible product, trace, apply product to fabric, cut and place your appliqué shapes on 
Dk Mint Garden Sayings 7 ½” x 9 ½” rectangle. Fuse in place. For added durability you may wish to topstitch the shapes. You 
might also choose to hand appliqué.
2. On left and right sides of rectangle stitch a 1 ½” x 9 ½” Pink Garden Bugs sashing strip. Press. Repeat with top and bottom 

edges of the block.  Pay close attention to fabric direction.
Putting it Together:
1. Assemble sashing strips with cornerstones. Select (12) Cream Garden Bugs 9 ½” x 2 ½” sashing strips. Stitch a Teal 

Diagonal Plaid 2 ½” square to the left side of each one. Sew these units together in four rows of (3) units. Stitch one of 
the remaining Teal Diagonal Plaid squares onto the end of each row. Press seams toward the sashing.

2. Select the remaining Cream Garden Bugs 9 ½” x 2 ½” sashing strips. Sew one strip onto the lefthand side of each of the 
nine blocks. Press seam toward sashing. Referring to the photo, lay out the blocks and stitch them together into rows of 
three blocks. Add remaining sashing strip to right side of each row. Press.

3. Matching seams, stitch a row of sashing to the top edge of each row of blocks. Press seam toward sashing strip. Join 
these units together. Sew remaining sashing strip to bottom edge of the unit. 

Borders:
1. Select two of the Cream Garden Sayings 1 ½” x WOF strips. Measure the quilt on the left side, right side and lengthwise 

center. Average these measurements and cut the borders. Stitch to sides. Press. Measure the top, 
bottom and crosswise center. Average and cut the borders. Stitch onto the top and bottom edges. 
Press.

2. For pieced corners, select a Mint Garden Bugs 9” X 11” rectangle and Dk Teal Confetti Dots 9” x 11” 
rectangle. On back of Garden Bugs fabric place a mark on top edge of fabric ⅜” from right corner. 
Place a similar mark on bottom edge of fabric ⅜” from left edge. Stack the two fabrics BOTH Face 
down and use rotary cutter to cut apart (see diagram). Sew the halves together to make pieced 
corner blocks. Press. Repeat process with second set of rectangles but this time drawing the diagonal 

Garden Square Diamond Churn Dash

line from the left top corner to the right bottom corner. See diagram. Square the resulting blocks to 8 ½” x 10 ½” making 
sure the diagonal seam runs from corner to corner. Trim protruding seam allowance to prevent bulk.

3. Select the 8 ½” x LOF Teal Packed Floral borders. Measure as in above step #1 and sew border on sides. 
4. Select the 10” x WOF Teal Packed Floral borders. Piece these evenly for the top and bottom border after you measure the 

quilt from edge to edge at top and bottom and crosswise across the center. Average these measurements and subtract 
16“ from that number. Trim border to this measurement. Referring to photo sew a pieced corner block to each end of 
the border and sew in place. Press. 

Finishing: 
Sew the binding strips end to end and press a fold lengthwise.  Layer quilt top, batting and backing. Bind as desired. Tag a 
photo of your quilt on Instagram @clothworkswa so we can see it!


